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ABSTRACT
Crustal Evolution Education Project (CEEP) modules"'

were designed to: (1) provide students with the methods and result
of continuing investigations into the composition, history and
processes of the earth's cruse.and the appl+cation of this knowledge
to man' -s activities and (2) to be used by teachers yith little or no
previous background in the modern theories of sea-floor spreading,
continental drift, and plate 'tectonics. 5ach module consists of two
booklets: a teacher's guide and student investigation. The teacher's
guide contains alrof the information present in the student
investigation booklet as well as: (1) a general introduction; (2)
pterequisite student background; (3) objectives; (4) list of required
materials; (5) background information; (6) suggested approach; (7)
prOcedure, including number of 45-minute class periods required; (8)
summary questions (with answers); (9) extension activities; and (10)
list of references. Objectives of the activity in this module include
telling how the geography of mid-ocean mountains is different on
.either side of a fracture zone, drawing a diagram to show_the
relation between sea-floor spreading direction and direction of rock
movement on both sides of a fracture zone, and' explaining why
earthquakes may occur along...,Ort of a fractuke zone. ('huthor/JN)
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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stoever, Jr., Project Director

Welcome to the exciting world of current research
into tne composition history and processes of the
earth s crust and the application of this knbwledge
to man s activities The earth sciences are
currently experiencing a dramatic revolution in
our understanding of the way in which the earth
.works CEEP modules are designed to bring into
tne classroom the methods and results of these
continuing investigations The Crustal Evolution
EdAcation Project began work in 1974 under
the auspices of the National Association of
Geology Teachers CEEP materials have been
developed by teams of science educators,
classroom teacners and scientists Prior to

kl-cuolication the materials were field tested by
,--.ore than 200 teachers and over 12 000 students

CL.rrer'` ./';istal evolution research is a breaking
s'ori that students are living through today

About CEEP Modules...
Most CEEP modules consist of, two 000kiets a
Teacner s Guide and .a Student Investigation The
Teacher s Guide contains all the information

- and wustrations in the Student Investigation
of sections printed in color intended only for the
teacher as Alell as answers to the questions that
are included in the Student InvestJgation
In some modules there are illustrations that
appear only in the Teacher s Guide and these_are
designated by figure letters instead of the number
sequence used in the Student Investigation

For some modules maps, rulers arid other
common classroom materials are needed and in

The material was Prepared with the
support of Natibnal Science Foundation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151 SED 77-08539,
and SED 78-25104 However any opinions,,
findings conclusions or reconfmendations
expressed herein are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the views
of NSF

In order to comply,with U S Public Law
94 -86 eery school district in the U S A
using these materials agrees to make
them available for inspection by parents or
guardians of children engaged in
educational programs or projects of the
school district

14opyrighl 1979 by Southeast Missouri State University

Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and

,exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientific /inquiry into
plate tectonics Furthermore, the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern theories
of sea-floor spreading continental drift and plate
tectonics

We know that you will enjoy using CkEP
modules in your classroom Read on and be
prepared to experience.a renewed entnusiasm_,for
teaching as you learn more about the living earth'
in trhs and other CEEP modules

t
varying quantities according to the method of
presentation Read over the module before
scheduling its use in class and refer to the listiof
MATERIALS in the module

Each module is 'individual and self-contained in
content out some are divided into two or more
Darts for convenience T4e recommended length
of time for each module is indicated Same modules
require prerequisite knowledge of some aspects
of oasic earth science this is noted in the
Teacher s Guide



Spreading Sea Floors AndFractured Ridges

INTRODUCTION
When scientists first mapped the mid-ocean
ridge in the Atlantic Ocean, it seemed like a fairlY
regular mountain range except for being mostly
underwater.,:Then in 1953, Marie Tharp, a
geologist at Lamont Observatory,
discovered that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge was split
down the middle, Further mapping sholked an
even more curious-thingthe ridge isn't a
continuous line of mountains! At many places,
the ridge line is broken by offsets called fracture
zones. Fracture zones are, long faults in the ocean
crust. Many fracture zones are shown on the
wall map, Atlantic Ocean Floor, that is used
with this activity

You know that earthquakes occur along active
faults on the continents. Me there also
earthquakes along the fracture zones'?

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND

Students should know about the different types
of faults and Or relative movement of blocks, of
the earth's crust in each type of fault. They should
also be aware of the relationship between
faulting and earthquakes. This activity also pre-
sumes that students know about the topography
of mid-ocean ridges and .that they understand the

concept of sea-floor spreading,

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed this activity, you should
be able to-
1. Tell how the geography of the mid-ocean
mountains is different on either side of a fracture

zone ;s\
2. Draw 'a diagram to show the relation between
sea-floor spreading direction and direction of
rock movement on both sides of a fracture zone.
3. Explain why earthquakes May occur along
only part of a fracture zone.
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MATERIALS
Wall map, Atlantic Ocean floor, National
Geographic Society, Educational Services,
Department 79, Washington, D.C. 20036at least
two copies per class.
World Sef Onlcity Map, United States Geological
Survey, 1200 S. Eads Street, Arlington, Va.
22202at least two copies per class.
Sea-floor spreading device (including cardboard
base and paper Worksheet)one for each team of
two students, plus one for yourself.

These devices must be constructed in advance
as follows:

1. Prepare sheets of stiff cardboard at least
22 x 27 crrCin sizeone sheet for each dairSof
students. Corrugated cardboard from old shipping
cartons is adequate. See Figure A 1.

2. Place the Worksheet from a Student Investi=
gation (see Figure A 2) on a sheet of the cardboard.
Use it as a guide to cut two slits in the card=
board. These slits, about 2 mm wide and 9 cm
long, should eabh be out under the Worksheet
between the large dots shown. After-cutting the
slits with a sharp knife, you can make them
the proper width simply by passing a table knife
through the slits. Use the same Worksheet to
prepare all of the sheets of cardboard. Print
MAR along the edge of the cardboard at the outside
end of each slit (Figure A 1).

9 cm ,,

Icut hereto(

0

oCut here
cc

22 cm

Figure.A 1. Cardboard base of sea-floor
spreading device.

2

3. Prepare all of the Worksheets as follows:
First, place a short piece of maskiWarie at each
end of each Worksheet in the spaffs indicated.
Second, slit all sheets down through the center
solid line but do not cut through the masking taps
at the era each Worksheet. See Figlirp A 2.
Then, tr m oft the excess.paper around the
perimeter of each Worksheet.

4. Place one Worksheet on each piece of card-
. board. Holding several index cards together as a

"pusher", push down in succession on the
words "PUSH HERE ° between each pair of the
dashed lines On the Worksheet. As you push, each
pair df the dashed lines should move toward
each other and meet. Repeat this procedure
for each Worksheet. See Figure 1.

Students who investigate suggestion 2,
EXTENSIONS, will use the N onal Geographic
maps,,Arctic Ocean Floor, I than Ocean Floor, or
Pacific Ocean Floor. These s are available
from the National Geographic Society at the
address given above. Order at least one of
each map per class.

9

1

masking
tape

cut paper along
e

t.

S

masking
tape

17 cm

Figure A 2. Worksheet for sea floor spreading
device, from Student Investigation.
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SUGGESTED APPROACH
The students should be grouped in pairs;
preferably with partners facing each other across
the lab table, when they'begin to use the sea-floor
spreading device. lethis arrangement is not
possible, then students can sit in adjacent seats,
facing each other.

-rf(
iv

4

PROCEDURE

As the students begin tO make sketches-baled
on use of the two wall maps, there will be a fair
amount of movement around the room. Make
sure there is easy passage to wall maps which
should be in widely separated locations in the
classroom: This will avoid fraffic jams and over -
crowding. This activity will be'completed faster
4t student's continue to Work as two-person
tearnsior the entire lab period. Therefore, you
nirdht choose to collect Only one set-of answers
and sketches from each team.

In this activity students use a simple manipulative
device which simulates motion on the transform
fault portiod of fracture zones.
Key words: fracture zone, transforin fault .

Time required:Iwo 45-minute periods
Materials pencils, wall maps, Atlantic Ocean
Floor and World Seismicity Map, sea-floor
spreading device for each team of two students .

1. Study the sea-floor spreading device at your '
lab station The central long slit running length-
wise along the paper Worksheet represents a
fracture zone The sections of Mid Atlantic Ridge
(labeled MAR on the cardboard) are, offset by
this fracture zone Label the central slit "fracture
zone"

2. a On your sea-floor spreading device draw
a short line across the f cture zone below the
lower section of the M(d Atlantic Ridge Label
both ends, of theline 'A See Figure 1 ),

b. Make a similat,i'me between the two sections
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Label both ends of
the :;ne "P"

c. Make a similar line above the upper section
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Label bbth ends of the
line "C".

3. Work with a partner who will face ydu on the
other side of your lab table Both of you should
grasp the Worksheet as shown in Figure 1.-;
Now, both of you should pull your ends of the
Worksheet slowly.toward yourselves at the same
time. CAUT1011,stop pulling before the paper
loops pull out of the cardboard!

When you perform the pulling motion on the
sea-floor spreading device, you are simulating
the real motion of the sea floor.

As yolu both putl on the Workgheet, look to see if
the two parts of the Mid-Atlantic Ridgelare
moving. Also, look to see which parts of the
fracture zone are moving past each other and
which are -not. If necessary, push the paper loops
back down through the cardboard and repeat
the procedure.

4
.

4. In the space pelow, make a sketch to show
the parts of the Mid - Atlantic Ridge and final
position of the lines A-A, B-B, and C-C Dra;v
arrows on both sides of the fracture-zone to show
the direCtion of rock movement on each side of
the fracture.zone
The students' sketches should look like Figuie C.

5. Did the two parts olthi Mid- Atlantic Ridge
change positions'? No irr

Based on.your sketch, write a sentience below that
describes where the paper is moving in opposite
directions on either side of the fracture zone.
This portion of a fracture zone is called a
transform faCilt.

The paper is moving in opposije directions on
both sides of the fracture zone only between
the two sections of-the. Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

4

0
:0

e

3

push here

-F,Igur C. Final position of sea-floor spreading
device marked-with arrows to show movement

..directions on both sides of a fracture zone.
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The sea-floor spreading device was designed to
represent rocks moving past each other on,

,both sides of the transform fault. Earthquakes
occur on any fault where rocks move past each
oTher. Therefore, a map of earthquake epicenters
should show places where earthquakes occur
along transform faults in the sea floor.

6. Assume that the paper Worksheet represents
the Romanche Fracture Zone (in the North
Atlantic Ocean) and sections of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. Find the Romanche Fracture Zone on
the National Geographic map of the Atlantic
Ocean. Write the approxLMate latitude and
longitude of the center of the Romanche Fracture
Zone here,

0° (equator) latitudp
20° W.. lOngitude

4

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. What is a fracture zone?
A fracture zone is a fault separating two blocks
of ocean crust which are in motion with/espect
to each other along only a limited part of the
fault.

2. Which part of a fracture zone is a trajorm
fault?
The transform fault occurs only on the part
between offset mid-ocean ridge segments.

3. Did sea-floor s ading change the position
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge sections in your
model? Ilk
4. Define the term "transform fault".
A transfprm fault is the part of a fracture zone
wheceorelati movement of the sea floor is taking
place.

7. MPke a sketch of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
and Romanche Facture Zone in the space below
Label all parts of the diagram. Take your sk4tch
to the World Seismicity Map posted in your
classroom. Find the Romanche Fracture Zone on
the seismicity map. Mark a line of x's on
your sketch to show where earthquakes have
occurred along the Romanche Fracture Zone. In
the space beneath your sketch, write a sentence
that tells where such earthquakes occur;

The students' sketches should look something
like this:

_

---
e"/`

Romanche
Fracture

zoneX

Earthquakes along the Romanche Fracture Zone
occur only between,thesections of Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. Some students My also correctly
locate earthquakes along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

You have now discovered the transform fault
portion of a real fracture zone Many_other
fracture zones contain transform faults. They 9re
indicated by an earthquake pattern similar to
the one found along the RomNche Fracture Zone.

5. Why are earthquakes only along the transform
fault part of a fracture zone?
Earthquakes occur only on the transform fault
part of a fracture zpne because that is the only part
of the fracture zone where the blocks of rock
are movirig past each other.

6. ,Make a sketch of NG° parts of the mid-ocean
ridge that are cut by a fracture zone.
The students' sketches should look likerthe sketch
they.made of the Romanche Fracture Zone.

3
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The sea-floor spreading device was designed to
represent rocks moving past each other on,
both sides of the transform fault. Earthquakes
occur on any fault where rocks move past each
other. Therefore, a map of earthquake epicenters
should show places where earthquakes occur
along transform faults in the sea floor.

6. Assume that the paper Worksheet represents
the Romanche Fracture Zone (in the North
Atlantic Ocean) and sections of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. Find the Romanche Fracture Zone on
the National Geographic map of the Atlantic
Ocean. Write the approximate latitude and
longitude of the center of the Romanche Fracture
Zone here.

0° (equator) latitude
20° W. lOngitude

4

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. What is a fracture zone?
A fracture zone is a-fault separating twd blocks
of ocean crust which are in motion with/espect
to each other along only a limited part of the
fault.

2. Which part of a fracture zone is a transtrm
fault?
The transform fault occurs only on the part
between offset mid-ocean ridge segments.

3. Did sea-floor s ading change the position
'of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge sections in your
model? No
4. Define the term "transform fault".
A transfprm fault is the part of a fracture zone
whew/elati movement of the sea floor is taking
place.

7. MOke a sketCi,i of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
and Romanche ''Facture Zone in the space below
Label all parts of the diagram. Take your sk4tch
to the World Seismicity Map posted in your
classroom. Find the Romanche Fracture Zone on
the seismicity map. Mark a line of x's on
your sketch to show where earthquakes have
occurred along the Romanche Fracture Zone. In
the space beneath your sketch, write a sentence
that tells where such earthquakes occur

The students' sketches should look something
like this:

Y.

Romanche
Fracture Zone

,X)(

Earthcfuakes along the Romanche Fracture Zone
occur only between ,the sections of Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. Some students my also correctly
locate earthquakes along the Mid- Atlantic Ridge.

You have now discovered the transform fault
portion of a real fracture zone. Many.other
fracture zones contain transform faults. They Ore
indicated by an earthquake pattern similar to'
the one found along the RomNche Fracture Zone.

ti

5. Why are earthquakes only along the transform
fault part of a fracture zone?
Earthquakes occur only on the transform fault
pail of a fracture zpne because that is the only part
of the fracture zone where the blocks of rock
are moving past each other.

6. Make a sketch of tWo parts of the mid-ocean
ridge that are cut by a fracture zone.
The students' sketches should look like-the sketch
they made of the Romanche Fracture Zone.
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EXTENSIONS saw
1. Using the Alla;tic Ocean Floor map and World
Seismicity Map, locate other transform faults

\hat are part of Hie fracture zones.
Students will find that earthquake zones do
correspond with,transform fault locations in the
Atlantic. They also wilftte that the directiOn
of offset of ridges by tra sform faults is, in some
cases, just the ffpposite of the offset in the
vicinity of the Romanche Fracture Zone which
was examined in this activity.

I

14.
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2. Study maps of the arctic, Pacific, or Indian '
Oceans, such as those found in the National
Geographic series on the ocean floor. Describe the

/location (latitude, longitude) of major offsets
/ in the mid-ocean ridge where it crosses/a fracture

'one. Do these locations correspond with earth-
_

quakes along,the transforrp faults?
As in the first extension, studerits will find that
earthquake zones correspond with tra orm
fault locatiOns throughout the world. in, they
will note that the direction of.pffset of ridges
by transform faults is, in some places, just
the opposite of the offset in the vicinity of the
Romanche Fracture Zone which was examined in
this "activity. .,
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NAGT Crustal Evolution
Education Project Modules

.0
CEEP Modules are listed here in alphabetical
order Each Module is designed for use in
the number of class periods indicated. For
suggested sequences of CEEP Modules to

, cover specific topics- and for correlation
of CEEP Modules to standard earth science
textbooks, consult Ward's descriptive
literatufg on CEEP The Catalog Numbers
shown here refer to the CLASSPACK
of, each Module consisting of a Teacher's
Guide and 30 copies of the Student
Investigation See Ward's descriptive
literature for alternate order quantities
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Copyright t979 Except for the rights to
materials reserved by others the
publisher and the copyright owner hereby
grant permission without charge to
domestic persons of the U S and Canada
for use of this Work and related materials
in the English language in the U S and
Canada after t985 For conditions of use
and 'permission to use the Work or any paid
thereof for foreign publications or
publications in other than the English
language apply to the copyright owner or
publisher

s

CEEP Module
Class CI-ASS PACK

Periods Catalog No.

A Sea-floor Mystery: Mapping 3 34 W 1201
Polarity Reversals

Continents. And Ocean Basins: 3-5
Floaters And Sinkers

Crustal Movement: A Major Force
In Evolution

Deep Sea Trenches And Radioactive
Waste

Driftingi..ontinents And Magnetic
Fields

Drifting Continents And Wandering
Poles

Earthquakes And Plate .
,Boundaries
Rissils As CluesTo Ancient

Continents
Hot Spots In The Earth's Crust 3 34 W 1209

How Do Continents Split Apart? sAA
2 34 W 1210

How Do Scientists Decide Which is 2 34 W 1211
The Better Theory? )

How poes Heat Flow Vary In The
Ocean Floor?

How Fast Is The Ocean Floor
Moving?

Iceland: The Case Of The Splitting
Personality

. Imaginary Continents: A Geological
Puzzle

Introduction To Lithospheric
Plate Boundaries

Lithospheric Plates And Ocean
Basin Topography

,,Locating Active Plate Boundaries
By Earthquake Data

Measuring Continental Drift: The
Laser Ranging Experiment'

Microfossils, Sediments And
Sea-floor Spreading

Movement Of the Pacific Ocean 2 34 W 1221
Floor i

Plate Bounda!les And Earthquoke 2 34 'W 1222
Predictions '''

Plotting The Shape Of The Ocean 2-3 34 W 1223
/ Floor

Quake EstatO (board game) , 3 34 W 1224

Spreading Sea Floors And Fractured 2 34 W 1225
Ridges

The Rise And Fall Of The Bering 2 34 W 1227
Land Bridge

Tropics In Antarctica? 2 34 W 122$

Volcanoes: Where And Why? '2 34 W 1229

What Happens Whentontinents 2 34 W 1230
Collide?

When A Piece Of A ContineCL 2 34- W 1231.

Br ks Off , ....1

Whi Way Is North? 3 34 W 1232

Why Does Sea Level Change? ---* 2-3 34 W 1233

, ?

34 W 1202

2-3 34 W 1203

1 34PW 1204

. 3 34 W 1205

4 34 W 1206

2 34 W 1207

2-3 34 W 1208

,

2 3,4 W 1212

2-3 34 W 1213

3 34 W 1214
,

2 34 W 1215'
1,

- 1-2 34 W 1216

2 34 W 1217

2-3 34 W 1218-
f

2 34 W 1219

4 34 W 1220
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ICIBIB1D
NAME DATE .

CRUSTAL
/ EVOLUTION

EDUCATION
PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

Student Investigation
Catalog No 34W1125

Spreading Sea floors
And Fiactured Ridges

When scientists first mapped the friid-ocean
(ridge in the Atlantic Ocean, it seemed like a fairly
regular mountain range except for being cnostly
underwater. Then in 1953, Marie Tharp, a
geologist at Lamont Geological Observatory,
discovered that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge was split
down the middle Further mapping showectfan
even more curious thingthe ridge isn't a
continuous line of mountains! At many places,
they ridge line is broken by offsets called fracture
zones. Fracture zones are long faults in the ocean
crust. Many fracture zones are shoWn on the
wall map, Atlantic Ocean Floor, that is used /*
with this activity

0 OBJECTIVES k-f-e-z--%-----2-m-'_..-.Lw-,v4----4-,z,s-,,,-,L-_,-,,-:

After you have completed this activity, you should
be able to:
1. Teti bow the geography of the mid-ocean .

Mountains is diffetenton either side of ac-trire
zone.
2. Dra* a diagram to show the relation between
sea-floor spreading direction and direction of ,

rOck movement on both sides of a fracture zone.
3. Explain why earthquakes may occur along
only part of a fracture zone.

,

ti

PROCEDURE
'Materials. pencils, wall maps, Atlantic Ocean'
Floor and World Seismicity Map, sea-flo9r
spreading device for each team of two students.

1. Study the sea-floor spreading device at your
Fab station. The central long slit running length-
wise along the pader Worksheet rePresents a
fracture zone. The sections of Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(labeled MAR on the cardboard) are offset by.
this fracture zone. Lapel the central slit "fracture
zone".

Copyright 1979 by Southisst Missouri State Unlvrsity4,

4,
You know that earthquakes occur along active
faults on the continents At jhere also
earthquakes along the fracture zones?,

A

t'e

V

2. a. ,On your sea floor spreading device draw
a short line across the fracture zone below the
lower section,of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge Lpel
both ends of the line "A". (See Figure 1.) \

b. Make aisimilar line between the two sections
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Label both ends of
the line ".".

c. Malca similar line above the pper section
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Label both ends of the
line PC"

12
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3. Work with a partner who will face you on the
other side of yo.ir lab table. Both of you should
grasp the Worksheet as showh in Figure 1.
Now, both of you should pull your ends of the
Worksheet slowly toward yourselves at the same

, time. CAUTION stop pulling before the Japer
loops pull out of the cardboard!:

When you perform the pulling motion on the
sea-floor spreading device, you are simulating
the real irfotionrof the sea floor.

'As yob. both 01.111 on the Worksheet, look to see if
the two parts of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge are
moving,Also, look to see which parts of the

.fracture zone are moving.past each other and
which are not. if necessary, push the paper 1Q011S
back down through the cardboard and repeat
the procedure

Paper Worksheet

(tr
0

Cardboard

Figure 1. Sea-floor spreading device', labeled
as indicated in the instructions. Note the manner
in which the device is to be operated, with
movement indicated by the

2

4. theispace below, make a sketch to show
tlarts of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and final
poS.btion of B-B, and C-C. Draw
arrows On bM1 sides of The fracture zone to shay
the direction of rock movement on each side or
the fracture zone.

ti

I

A
5. .Did the two parts of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
change positions(

Based on your sketch, write a sentence below that
describes where the paper is moving in opposite
directions on either side of the fracture zone.
This portion of a -fracture zone is,called a
transform fault. .
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The sea-floor spreading device was designed to
represent rocks moving past each other on
bo%sides of the transform fault. Earthquakes
occur on any fault where rocks move past each ,
other. Therefore, a map of earthquake epicenters
should show places Where earthquakes occur
alohg transform faults in the see floor.

6. Assume that the paper Worksheet represents
the Romanche Fracture Zone (in the North
Atlantic Ocean) and sections Of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. Find die Romanche Fracture Zone on
the National Geographic map of the Atlantic
Ocean. Write the approxiitate,latitude nd ,

longitude of the center of the Romanche Fracture
Zone here.

latitude
longitude

7. Make a sketch of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
and Romanche Fracture Zone in-the space below.
Label all parts of the diagram. Take your sketch
to the World Seismicity Map posted in your
classroom. Find the Romanche Fracture Zone on
the seismicity map. Mark a line of x's on
your sketch to show where earthquakes have
occurred along-the Romanche Fracture Zone. In

the space beneath your sketch, write a sentence
that`tells where such earthquakes occur,

4

r

I
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-

You have now discovered the transform fault
portion of,a real fracture zone. Many other
fracture zones contain transform faults. They are
indicated by an earthquake pattern similar to
the one found along the Romanche Fracture Zone.



SUMMARY QUESTIONS

dit 1.. What is a fracture zone?

.

A

6

2. Which part of a fracture zone is a transform
fault?, 4 ,

,:e
4re

43. 'bid sea-floor spreading change the position
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge sections in your
model?

4. 1Jefine the term "transform fault".

5. Why'are earthquakes only along the transform
fault part of a fracture zone?

6. Make a sketch of two parts of the mid-ocean
ridge that are cut by a fracture zone.



.EXTENSIONS,
41. Using the Atlantic Ocean Floor map and World
Sesmicity Map, locate ether transform faults

41) th'at are part of the fracture zones.
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2. Study maps of the Arctic, Pacific, or Indian
Oceans, such as those found in the National
Geographic series on the ocean floor, Describe the
location (latitude, longitude) ormajor offsets
in the mid-ocean ridge where it crosses a fracture
zone. Do these locations correspond with earth-
quakes along the transform faults?
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